
The holistic approach

towards

A balanced and cost-effective 

cyber defense system



Risk analysis- The Whole Story

Cost of Damage

Cost of Defense

Risk Evaluation

Accepted damage

Unaccepted 

damage

Is it???



Expect the Unexpected

Cost of Damage

Cost of Defense

Risk Evaluation

Accepted damage

Unaccepted 

damage

The nonlinear development- The surprise



So, How to build 

a

Cost Effective Cyber Defense

Short analysis of Actors and factors



The Actors:

Who are the Cyber Defenders?

 You and me and the last sale point operator-

All of us?

 The IT team?

 The MSSP?

 The CICO?

 The SOC?

 The Technology we bought ( So expensive…)?

 All the above?



The Eco System

 What are the boundaries of our Cyber domain?



 What are our cyber assets?

 Our docs. Our plans ( commercial and private )?

Our applications ( online banking, personal…, company’s tailor-made ) 

Our passwords. 

Personal information ( contacts, credit card, address, bank accounts ). 

Third Party software

 Who wants to harm us? And Why?

 Yes…. and Business intelligence specialists, Criminals, Our employees (?).

 Can we identify potential Threat/risk/problem

 Yes… and No………..

 Can technology alone encounter threats?

 Yes… and No………..



Why a holistic approach?

 What are the boundaries of our Cyber domain?

 Yes …… and our laptops? And the Ipad? And the smartphone?

 What are our cyber assets?

 Yes…. Our docs? Our plans ( commercial and private )?

Our applications ( online banking, personal…, company’s tailor-made ) Our 

passwords? 

Our personal information ( contacts, credit card, address, bank accounts )? Our 

photos ( including the private ones…)

 Where are these assets?

 Yes….. and all our portable devices….And “the cloud”…… 

 Who wants to harm us? And Why?

 Yes…. and Business intelligence specialists, Criminals, Nation-sponsored actors.

 Can we identify potential Threat/risk/problem

 Yes… and No………..

 Can technology alone encounter threats?

 Yes… and No………..



Decisions, Activities and….. Trends

 Top managements do understand that:

 Significant and crustal asset of the entity are placed in the

Cyber domain

 The need to defend these assets requires special means….

1st part of the 

password: BPOCon



Decisions, Activities 

and….. Trends

 Less understood are the following:

 The IT operation-teams can’t focus on 

Cyber protection-

It is not an added task. It is a profession.

 Hacker are faster and better than the defenders.

It is an endless ongoing struggle



Decisions, Activities and….. Trends

 Not well understood ( if at all )

 Cyber attack’s are not aiming toward IT assets….

where is your money?
or

How much are you willing to pay?

 There is no “suddenly we were attacked…”
Cyber attack is a semi-military operation. 

 Data on attacks, Experiences and Crucial information
are not shared….

 Crises-management while a Cyber event
has only a little to do with IT
“right now” actions……
( can you fix the problem? )



OMG…..So what to do?

 IT manager’s typical solutions

 Vulnerability assessments…

 Lets buy more technology….

 Lets outsource that task…

 We need a tougher policy….

 The CEO and board’s typical questions:

 How much……. WOW…

 And then, will we be protected???

 Are we under attack already???

 Can we do something else???



Corporate solutions include in many cases:

 Additional tasks to the IT organization 

with “We will do our best” approach.

 Technology-tilt solutions with less effective results 

than the expectations.

 Late escalation of Cyber-problems, if at all.

 Outsource the Security-monitoring responsibility 

without 

delegation of the business-continuity elements to encounter 

a cyber attack….. 



The holistic approach

 How to build balanced Cyber defense capabilities?

 What are the Dimensions of Cyber defense operation



Balanced Cyber defense capabilities

Technology 
Systems, equipment, tools

Culture & Procedures

Policies, Manuals

Human resource

Capabilities, Education, training

Tailor-made Balanced solutions

Cost effective implementation



Trainings – to whom and how?

 Who is the targeted audience? 

IT, SOC, CMC, Managements, Employees
( Whom to train? firefighters or the residences? )

 What to encounter? 

The best updated threats

 How to train against “Real” scenarios? 

Our own configuration is a must!

 Who can provide such trainings?





Holistic Cyber defense operations

Policies

Authorization management

Authentications

Sandbox

Firewalls

MSSP

CSOC

Behavioral tracking

Beyond the 

Firewall



What is the meaning of   Beyond the Firewall?

The Surface  Web

Google-land

The Deep Web

Social Media, DBs, 

Banking, E-com

The Dark Web

Tor, Darknets, 

Dark Markets



Can an organization get 

threat-awareness capabilities?
 Yes, we can

 Should we?

 BI is there

 Physical-threats intelligence is there

 Market researches are there

 OSINT is being used commercially ( BI, profiling, etc )

 And…..Webint is here!

 There is no “Sudden Cyber attack”

 Alerting activities are in the darknet long before the attack is being launched.

 Stolen credit cards, passwords, social connections, specific data-

All can be bought over there

 Webint commercial providers are available….

A new profession is being developed





Technology

Culture/Policies/Manuals

The Human-ResourceThe inner domain

The cyber boundaries

Beyond the Firewall

The Holistic approach to encounter Cyber threats



Thank you

As for the password-

Joke lang ☺


